New immigration restrictions in the United States and elsewhere in the 1920s and 1930s made legal entry dependent on specific kinship formalities. This article explores the impact of the new system through a study of British Caribbean migrants. Because family patterns and the place of church and state sanction within them varied greatly by class--here, as in many parts of the world--the result was a curtailment of mobility that affected elites very little, and working-class would-be migrants enormously. In order to elucidate de facto patterns of exclusion, the author concludes, historians of transnational labor must begin paying more attention to the work "family" does.
Modern states make kinship legalities into criteria for access to rights in ways large and small, and the wonder is that something that generates such pervasive difficulties and inequities manages to seem both innocent and natural. The pattern is not eternal, and it got worse precisely as other things got better. The first decades of the twentieth century saw modern states expanding their social commitments, widening the kinds of rights they guaranteed and the range of people who could claim them. Family status was built into many of the rules governing access to these social and economic guarantees. (This point was established by scholars two decades ago but has only recently gained public acknowledgment, thanks to gay rights activism over marriage equality.) Meanwhile, the same early-twentieth-century era saw states systematize barriers to entry--in a sense, policing access to the expanding social compact-in-the-making. Family status, central to the internal entitlements of modern citizenship, was equally fundamental to this "external" dimension, that is, to the policing of boundaries through the new international mobility control regime.
One way to open up this phenomenon for analysis is to listen to people for whom it was not natural at all: those who lived through its moment of creation. The new United States immigration system relied on numerical limits along varying lines. In 1924, the British Caribbean was placed under this emergent "quota control" system for the first time. Suddenly, very specific kinship legalities had enormous weight in regulating entry and employment. Legitimate spouses and children of US citizens could enter the United States as nonquota migrants. Consensual partners and illegitimate children could not, nor could siblings or parents of citizens, whether or not those ties were formalized and documented. To those who lived through this transition, such rules were the opposite of natural or innocent. They were experienced as radical, racialized, classbound, and deeply unfair.
Exactly how this historical moment impacted black immigration has not always been clear. The 1924 Johnson-Reed Act, which sought to select between different European "stocks" via quotas for each "national origin" and reaffirmed the categorization of Asian migrants as "ineligible for citizenship" and therefore barred from entry, did not mention African ancestry at all. Black immigrants were not banned as such. But with the simple expedient of shifting the populations of Europe's "non-self-governing" colonies in the Americas--precisely those colonies whose populations were majority black--into quota control-status, and then refusing to allocate quota visas to the islands, the US government cut off what had been a rapidly increasing flow of black immigrants without enunciating any racist intent.
Putatively universal, the rules permitting "family" reunification functioned in practice as a class-based filter just as effectively as the "self-governing colony" rule functioned as a race-based one. In an era in which a quarter of the population of Harlem was comprised of British West Indian immigrants and their children, the impact of the new rules reverberated across the Caribbean. Within the British Caribbean at the start of the twentieth century, kinship systems and the gendered division of labor were highly flexible, a characteristic that both contributed to and was reinforced by the rise of a region-wide labor market predicated on extraordinary mobility. Children were reared by aunts and grandmothers. Women routinely farmed and inherited land with neither legal title nor male partners intervening. Consensual unions were the modal conjugal form within which reproduction took place.
As restrictions on black migrants' entry were instituted at receiving societies across the Americas in the 1920s and 1930s, the very patterns of nonlegalized, flexible family practice that had facilitated and been intensified by international labor migration now undermined migrants' ability to claim rights to entry and return. Because both family patterns and the utilization of church and state formalities within them varied greatly by class in the Caribbean--as they did in many parts of the world--the combined result of these legal shifts was a radical curtailment of mobility that affected elites very little and working-class would-be migrants enormously.
The Making of International Mobility Control
People cross borders. States influence but do not fully control how frequently they do so and what possibilities await them on the other side. Labor regimes are remade by the patterns that result. "The development of the working class and the labor movement in the United States can only be understood if the mobility of people, capital, information, and ideas across borders is seriously considered," wrote Marcel van der Linden in 1999, over a decade before the current transnational "turning" within the field of labor history.
1 I would add a friendly amendment. The development of the working class and labor
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ILWCH, 83, Spring 2013 movements in the United States and elsewhere will not be fully understood until the timing and impact of barriers to the mobility of people, capital, information, and ideas are equally well mapped. As scholars across the disciplines have insisted for over a decade, discarding the "methodological nationalism" that has marked social science in general, and US labor history in particular, does not mean positing a world in which nationalism, frontiers, and laws do not matter. It means generating research methods that allow us to observe how and when they matter and noting which traditional narratives (including newly traditional narratives that celebrate connection) need to be rewritten in light of the unevenness of mobility over time. 2 Transnational history is not just a matter of noting connections, then, but a matter of historicizing connections--noting that they have beginnings and sometimes violent ends and that who or what could circulate where changed over time. Employers and their shifting needs were important factors in that story, but popular initiatives, perceptions of opportunity, and the informal institutions that working-class men and women created to navigate supranational labor markets were also crucial. So was state practice. As a set of insightful recent essays insists, when historians study transnationalism, they do not find an epochal transformation--"globalization"--in which states fade away: They find that states mattered a lot, but unevenly. 3 And one of the most important ways states made themselves matter was by enacting policies that set conditions for mobility.
Given that, labor historians would do well to notice what historians of migration have been up to over the past fifteen years. Scholars have melded migration history's longstanding interest in immigrants as active agents with new attention to international political economy and national state formation. 4 The resultant body of work carries us significantly forward along the path that Michael Hanagan called for under the rubric of an "Agenda for Transnational Labor History" in 2004. 5 The outlines of the making of the modern international mobility control regime are becoming clear, although the dimensions of that process outside the industrialized North Atlantic core are less so.
The story of the making of borders turns out to be inseparable from the story of the making of entitlements within them. Two decades of scholarship by historical sociologists and kin have shown that across the twentieth-century northern Atlantic, the systemization of exclusion at the borders and the creation and allocation of social protections within those borders went hand in hand. Across much of North and South America and Western Europe, the decades after the First World War saw increasingly robust states more willing to invest in the health and education of their populaces. Responding to the demands of organized labor and to new sciences that linked population health and national wealth, states created social safety nets and legislated labor protections.
They also erected new barriers to limit these new benefits to some residents of the national territory and not to others. The limiting criteria for full membership in the evolving national communities--the grounds for access to the expanded social citizenship on offer--included rhetoric and rules regarding Eugenics and other strands of racism and ethnocentric nationalism were prominent notes within the conceptual brew of the era. 7 But the role of race in the making of mobility control was not simple. The prestige of biologized racism was hardly uncontested, and the promise of universalism and the desire to disavow prejudice carried real weight. Not only did the ideal of assimilation fit the egalitarian rhetoric central to many political ideologies, but the claim that hard-working immigrants could be transformed through hard work into hard-working citizens fit nicely with capital's wish for as many potential hirees as possible. Meanwhile, explicit state racism risked mobilizing domestic constituencies whose subordination was better left unspoken. Thus, as national labor unions, elite eugenicists, and populist politicians converged in demanding exclusionary legislation, there were circles to be squared.
The interwar era, in sum, emerges in recent literature as a key moment of redefinition in the boundaries and benefits of national membership. It also emerges as a moment in which the contradictions between liberal universalism and categorical exclusion sat awkwardly close to the surface. I hope this essay contributes to an understanding of just how crucial constructs of "family" were to papering over those contradictions: to allowing liberal states to practice illiberal exclusion with plausible deniability.
Over a generation ago feminist scholars elaborated a two-pronged argument vis à vis gender: They pointed out that gender roles are not natural, eternal, or innocent of power, and they pointed out that precisely because gender is perceived as natural, eternal, and innocent, gender has played a crucial role in naturalizing and invisibilizing the relations of power in multiple realms. Similarly and relatedly, the presumption that family practice stands outside of history and power has allowed state practices to rely on kinship legalities to effect exclusion in ways that are very hard to see.
Putatively universal, family practice was, in fact, profoundly shaped by communities' preceding experience with global labor markets. When states made specific legalized kin ties prerequisites for entry, they built de facto discrimination into laws that nominally offered equal treatment to all. Virtue was being rewarded and human dignity respected. The commitment between spouses, the love between parent and child--who could argue against a system that appeared to honor these? 8 It is only when we shift from the realm of proclamation to that of practice that we see how things actually worked. It is when we dive into archival sources to assess the impact of the new mobility control regimes that the systematic
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ILWCH, 83, Spring 2013 nature of the biases and bars imposed by the putatively universal guideline of "family unification" become visible. Understanding how this worked requires us to attend to the importance of sexual reproduction and the structuring power of sentiment: not traditional strengths of the subfield of labor history. 9 But we should not mistake our own deafness for historical silence. As the case studies that follow make clear, would-be gatekeepers and would-be migrants alike in this era took for granted the inseparability of material and sentimental obligations, of kin ties and laboring lives.
Receiving states increasingly judged incoming migrants not as individual laborers but as potential progenitors. As Princeton economist Robert Foerster argued before the House Committee on Immigration and Naturalization in 1925, "No man is a worker alone . . . . The years of his service as a wage earner are limited; not so the span of time in which those of his blood will play their parts in the country." 10 As prominent eugenicist Harry Laughlin warned a decade later, kin who are "sentimentally attached to . . . or economically dependent upon" an admitted immigrant may occasion an "insidious infiltration of individuals and families." 11 Or as teenage Miriam Moodie explained in careful cursive to the governor of Jamaica in 1928, "My father, who is a British subject, is in Galveston USA and is anxious to take care of me, but cannot proper do so unless I am where he is."
12 Agreeing on the importance of family to migration and migration to destiny, gatekeepers and migrants disagreed profoundly on who should count as family and which grounds should earn one the right of entry and right to work. Here lies the overlap-but-disjuncture that explains how "family" could serve as a unifying rhetoric and hatchet-sharp tool for division all at once.
In this, as in other questions regarding the history of mobility and barriers, crucial insights will come as the disciplines that have converged in expanding our knowledge--labor history, migration history, and historical sociology--dig further into their disciplinary heritages for the methodological tools that allow the study of social practice from the bottom up. Our understanding of the remaking of state power, citizens' prerogatives, and sojourners' paths remains incomplete until we complement the study of public debates and policy documents with examination of how those policies played out on the ground. 13 For the case at hand, that means that in order to understand how mobility control really worked, we need to understand how real families worked. And work they did.
Transnational Kin Networks and the New Negro Metropolis
Alexander Murray was born in the British Caribbean in 1891, the same year that a baby girl named Lucille was born to two British Caribbean immigrants in Panama, where they had likely been drawn by the booming economy during French attempts to build a canal across the isthmus in the 1870s. 14 Alexander, in contrast, might have been one of the 20,000 Barbadians recruited for canal construction by the US government after it engineered the secession of the The Ties Allowed to Bindcrucial ten-mile-wide strip from newly independent Panama in 1903. But more likely Alexander was among the 20,000 other Barbadians, 80,000 Jamaicans, or tens of thousands of other British islanders who traveled to Panama on their own dime. They relied not on recruiters' advance contracts but on family resources and friends' knowledge to pay for passage, find temporary lodging, and locate earnings opportunities in the booming construction-era economy. Indeed Alexander may have known Lucille's parents' kin back home. If he did not know them, he knew folks like them, whose families and household economies had been shaped by the extra-island labor circuits that had made possible a slow expansion of prosperity for Caribbean freed people and their descendants in the three generations after slavery was ended in the 1830s. Jamaicans had headed to Colombia and Central America; Barbadians to Trinidad, British Guiana, Brazil; Leeward Islanders to Venezuela; by the scores of thousands. 15 The island societies that Alexander and Lucille's parents hailed from were remade as a result. Specifics varied by destination, but overall men were roughly twice as likely to migrate as women, many returning, some not. The portion of women in the islands' rural labor forces rose accordingly (that in the few cities had always been high), reaching parity with male labor force participation in Jamaica by 1921, after a decade in which net emigration had drained fully 9 percent of the island's populace. 16 In Jamaica, Barbados, and the smaller Eastern Caribbean islands alike, informal institutions developed that ensured flexible yet reliable resource sharing among kin broadly defined. Most importantly, "family land" guaranteed shared access in perpetuity to all members linked by matrilineal bond. Church marriage had been rare before the end of slavery and, with its legal concomitants undercutting female economic autonomy, would have been decidedly inconvenient now; not surprisingly it did not prosper. Rather, consensual union became the modal conjugal form, with serial unions more common in urban settings with their greater social mobility (and their more immediate ties to emigration routes) and lifelong "faithful concubinage" predominating in rural areas. So if Alexander and Lucille did indeed marry before a priest or a chaplain in Panama before the birth of their son Donald in 1911, they would have been unusual: Roughly two-thirds of births across the British islands in this era were out of wedlock, and the same pattern was replicated in Central America destinations where large British West Indian communities emerged. Egbert Gordon, his wife Marion, and their Panama-born daughter Lilith had made a similar trip from island to isthmus to metropole, and ended up in an apartment down the hall. 18 In a fraction of a decade the initiative of men like Alexander and Egbert and women like Lucille and Marion nearly doubled the British Caribbean-born population of the United States, bringing it to some 75,000 by 1930. Fully 70 percent had made their way to New York City.
19 By 1925 it was commonly said that British Caribbeans and their children made up over a quarter of Harlem's population. 20 What made it possible for so many sons and daughters of impoverished island households to pay passage on steamers bound northward from Bridgetown, Kingston, or Havana? How did they pull together the fifty dollar "show money"--cash in hand on arrival--that US immigration regulations demanded, along with letters of support from established residents, to prove that the intending migrant was not "likely to become a public charge"? 21 And how was it possible for so many women of childbearing age to be working fulltime in the jobs most amply available to Afro-descended women in Gotham's Roaring Twenties--as live-in household maids, minding other women's children and kitchens and laundry rather than their own? The answers lay not in formal institutions (lending banks or crêches or protective laws) but in the family practices of Caribbean society: customs that both made possible massive emigration from island societies and were fundamentally reinforced by the migratory patterns that resulted.
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Alexander and Lucille's neighbor Leslie Bryan had reached New York from the British Caribbean in 1909 when he was only fifteen. His wife Inez arrived in 1911 when she was sixteen. Their first child, Kenneth, was born two years later. When Kenneth was four, Inez returned to the islands to give birth to a second son, and, when she returned to New York with the baby, her own sister Sidney came back with her. Head of this growing household, Leslie Bryan worked as a laborer in a sugar refinery, as did the Bryans' lodger, Willis Dash. Willis's own sister Ada had joined Willis in the United States four years after his arrival and found work, like Inez's sister Sidney, as a maid in a private house. By squeezing not only their children and sisters but a halfdozen other British West Indian sugar refinery laborers and porters and housemaids in as part-time lodgers to share the rent on their flat, Leslie and Inez Bryan made ends meet. 23 In such life stories we see how Caribbean family practice in this era spread support between horizontal kin of the same generation--who were often, given parents' sequential unions and long reproductive lives, of significantly varying ages. Important horizontal kin ties included cousins and in-laws, but as the record of US consular correspondence in the early 1920s makes clear, it was siblings above all who facilitated chain migration. The promise of support was a requirement for the extension of visas to the United States by the 1920s, and the requirement meshed perfectly well with the logic and concerns of the family members involved. Something more than formulaic rang through Miriam Brown's confident missive from 141st Street to the American Consul,
The Ties Allowed to BindKingston: "By this letter you will be informed that I am the Aunt of Lily Brown, she has all her relatives here, two Aunts, Uncles, and a brother. So you see she will be coming direct to her family. Therefore she will be well protected" 24 ; or Agnes Macfarlane's earnest optimism from Hartsdale, New York, on behalf of Alice Maud Macfarlane, who was "a true sister of Agnes Macfarlane and a cousin of four girls here working and we all are getting on fine." They had "been doing general housework now for years," and they had a job waiting for Alice Maud. "She need not fret for she will be well taken care with everything thank God we are just anxious waiting for her arrival." 25 Siblings coming up from the islands to stay could be expected to lend a hand with their earnings or their labor, of course. David Samuels of West 143rd Street wrote that he had "sent for" his sister Miss Mary Waisome "to come and spend a few months with me and my wife. I please to State that I intend to keep her here for about 6 month with us as it is fully 13 years Since I left home--And she is the only sister I have, and my wife is very anxious to know her, besides my wife is in delicate health then I would want her assistance here for about 6 months to keep the house until she is better."
26 Catherine James expressed a similar mix of sentimental commitment and material clarity with regard to her sister's proposed travel to Catherine's home on 139th Street:
I want her to learn nursing so that when she get back there she will be able to make a living by it. for as mother is dead and father marries again I want to do my best for her. while I have the opportunity. Of course she will have to do a little work during her study for every body does it here so as to assist their assistant. I did say in your letter I am giving her a change in life but it would not be profitable to come so far and leave without learning something. which she really doesn't aware of most of it but I make it known to her of studying but did not mention for what purpose for I know she is glad for any thing that will better her life. So kindly grant her, her departure dear Consul for I shall devoted all my care on her as a dear sister.
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The visa was granted two weeks later.
In sum, that US regulations that asked people to vouch for their willingness to support their kin seemed perfectly reasonable to all involved. Indeed, Caribbean immigrants were sometimes eager to extend support to siblings under circumstances where US officials saw only burden. In 1923 the US consul in Kingston wrote to warn the Commissioner of Immigration in New York that he had just granted visas to two sisters. One of them, Miss Lynette Thompson has been a cripple from childhood and was warned of the possibility of her being returned to Jamaica by the American Immigration Authorities on account of her inability to earn a livelihood. Her sister, Miss Ethel Thompson, has informed me that several other brothers and sisters in New York are very willing to support their invalid sister while she is in the United States; and I have already been informed that her American relatives That Miss Lynette Thompson might be physically incapable of productive contribution to the United States was a matter of central concern to the agents of US immigration policy, by law and by inclination. But her brothers and sisters had no such doubts. She was their sister, and they wanted her with them. In light of standard working-class kin practice on the islands, where young adults often practiced serial consensual union, culminating in steady conjugal units in mid-adulthood, it is not surprising that even when sexual partners played a role in migration, reliable and expected support from siblings formed the backdrop against which the parameters of conjugal alliance were negotiated. Thus Charles Smith wrote from 143rd Street to the Kingston consulate on behalf of "Applicant Miss Hilda Marson, who will be coming to the States to I the undersign, her intention is to be married." But it was the presence of Hilda's sister in New York that had made it seem feasible for these Jamaicans, coupled in Cuba, to continue their partnership as opportunities northward beckoned. "Knowing her in Cuba and we were not married, and she having a sister here I had decided that she could come to her sister. But owing to the affidavit I thought best to do it myself and send you this letter of her intention therefore I ask her Passport be endorse on oblige." 29 Just like Inez Bryan, Caribbean women routinely returned to the islands to give birth, often leaving their children in the care of kinfolk back home until they were old enough to benefit from metropolitan schooling (and not require daylong care). The pattern is invisible in US census statistics, which merely report an outsize number of apparently childless British Caribbean women employed as housemaids in New York. But US consular correspondence from the 1920s overflows with complicated backstories to apparently simple New York households. Fred Griffith wrote to Barbados in February 1923 to request a visa for his three-year-old son, currently residing with family in St. Vincent. Fred's brother, the child's uncle, planned to travel from St. Vincent to the United States via Barbados in April, and Fred and his wife Edna, together in Brooklyn, were "very anxious of getting the child with us in America where he can receive better care than he is getting now." 30 Yet, in fact, it was not until ten years later in 1933 that Fred Jr. made the trip from his cousin Gladys's home in Kingstown, St. Vincent, to his father's house in Brooklyn, where Fred Jr.'s three younger sisters had been raised since birth. 31 There is no record of why the toddler Fred did not make the trip with his uncle in 1923 as planned. Any number of things could cause a family to put off a voyage for a few months, until illness was cured or finances more favorable or papers in order.
And in this case, if those months stretched into a year, the Griffiths would suddenly have confronted a migratory terrain radically different than that of spring 1923, in ways they could never have anticipated. In March 1923 it was the most natural thing in the world for an adult brother or growing child to leave St. Vincent to join his siblings or parents in New York: As the consul The Ties Allowed to Bindassured Elton Griffith, all that was needed was an unexpired passport, an affidavit of support from a US resident, a positive reference from a "reliable person" in the consular district issuing the visa, and a signed photograph. 32 In contrast, after June 1924 it was de facto impossible for an island-born sibling to enter the United States legally, full stop, and even the legitimate children of legal US residents faced a waiting list many years in length before having any chance at an immigrant visa--a waiting list whose potential length so daunted the US consul in Bridgetown that he declined to take names for it at all. 33 The very practices so crucial to the upward mobility, generational reproduction, and emotional ecosystems of Barbadian Brooklyn and Jamaican Harlem and Kingstown and Kingston had been outlawed with a single signature.
The New Rules: Quotas and Preferences in Theory and Practice
The US Johnson-Reed Act of 1924 sought not only to reduce the total level of immigration to the United States, but also to ensure that the proportions of different groups entering the States would best enhance the nation's imagined "traditional stock" and "national character." Much historical scholarship has focused, as did legislative debate at the time, on the steps taken to differentiate between Europeans by nation of origin. Britons and Nordics looked good; southern and eastern Europeans--the Italians and Jews crowding onto the Brooklyn blocks around Fred and Edna's brownstone home--did not. Recent scholarship has also emphasized the more fundamental racialized divide 1920s immigration legislation reaffirmed: between members of "white" races, whose merit for entry would be evaluated on the bases of cultural assimilability and civic virtue, and the rest of the world, banned outright as ineligible for citizenship if of "yellow" race, or permitted entry under the de facto authority of powerful rural employers, in the case of Mexican migrants in the southwest. 34 Because persons of African ancestry were nowhere in US law deemed inadmissible for citizenship, how exactly the new legislation impacted British Caribbeans has confused historians--as indeed it confused both Caribbean observers and US agents at the time. For months after June 1924, newspaper articles and letters to the editor from supposedly authoritative sources tripped over each other with contradictory claims about how or whether the law applied to British West Indians. US consuls offered anodyne reassurances and stalled for time while frantically cabling for clarification behind the scenes. 35 Meanwhile, legal migration--even by those who had visas in hand, issued under the previous system--ground to a halt. A dispatch from Cuba in the summer of 1924 reported 200,000 would-be migrants to the United States stranded in Havana in transit, 40,000 of them British West Indians. 36 The key passage was tucked away at the tail end of the proclamation through which Calvin Coolidge made effective the act passed by Congress a month earlier: Central America, South America, or the islands adjacent to the American continents (except Newfoundland and islands pertaining to Newfoundland, Labrador, and Canada), will be charged to the quota of the country to which such colony or dependency belongs.
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In other words British subjects from Britain's three "white settler" colonies in the Americas--Canada, Newfoundland, Labrador--remained entirely exempt from numerical limitation on entries to the United States. But British subjects from everywhere else would now have to vie for slots among the 34,000 quota numbers annually allotted to the British Isles and doled out by the US quota control officer in the United States' London consulate. I have described elsewhere how the nominally neutral allocation of quota numbers on the basis of local demand was translated, with careful euphemism and diplomatic politesse, into a final outcome in which fewer than two hundred quota visas were made available annually in the entire British Caribbean combined. 38 Bureaucracy achieved the alchemy of hegemony, working a patently racist outcome from mechanisms that could disavow racialized intent at every step of the way. From over 12,000 entries in the first six months of 1924, black immigration to the United States dropped to under 800 in 1925. 39 Only 462 people born in the British West Indies entered under the 34,000-person British quota that year, and fewer than half of those 462 were black.
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In theory, the new regulations were as solicitous of family ties as could be. "So far as it is possible," assured consular regulations in 1932, "the Department desires that the unit of consideration be the family rather than the individual." Indeed, consular officials were instructed to presume that an applicant for an immigrant visa necessarily "include[d] the members of his or her immediate family as defined above who he would naturally desire to have emigrate with him to the United States." In the disjuncture between the assertion of "natural desire" and the remit to the "defin[ition] above," we glimpse the crucial slippage between family as human universal and family as cultural particular. "Family" here consisted of "the father, the mother, and unmarried dependent minor children." 41 Brothers or sisters by this definition were not family at all and were ignored accordingly. Under the rubric of family reunification, legal spouses of US citizens, legitimate children of US citizen fathers, and children of US citizen mothers, whether legitimated or not, could all acquire nonquota visas once those relationships were documented to immigration agents' satisfaction. Yet the portion of Caribbean immigrants for whom these mechanisms were even relevant was small. Even five years after the new system had radically increased the premium on obtaining US citizenship, by 1930 less than one-fourth of New York state's 58,000 foreign-born black residents or Massachusetts' 9,000 were naturalized US citizens, and a mere 12 percent of Florida's 10,000. 42 Legitimate spouses or children of US noncitizen residents in theory could claim "preference status," a priority entitlement to one-half of the quota numbers issued to a given consulate each year. 43 But the draconian restriction
The Ties Allowed to Bind 201 on visa allocation to the British Caribbean, and the thousands of applicants with nominal access to this preference status and urgent need to travel made the "preference" almost meaningless. There were 1,800 persons on the preference wait list at the consulate in Kingston in 1926, with only a total of 100 new quota numbers allocated each year to draw down the list. 44 Meanwhile in Barbados, the US consul, as noted above, simply declined to create a wait list at all beyond the 300-odd individuals left stranded with visas issued under the old system in May of 1924. Year after year he carefully doled out to those on that list the sixty annual visas the US officer in London allocated him and dismissed all other inquiries with a form letter regretting that "in view of the existing visa situation in this consular district" none would be "available in the near future," end of story. 45 The contours of a system in which entry to the United States by workingclass folks seeking working-class jobs is radically restricted, and in which "family reunification" assumes that "family" means children and spouses rather than any other kin ties, have come to seem very natural to us. It is hard to step outside that teleological naturalization and notice just how radical these steps were--and how poorly they fit the contours of real family life within the communities most impacted by them. Statistics can sketch the scale of impact: immigration cut from 12,000 to 800 per annum in a single stroke; 3,000 people on a waiting list for 140 annual visas in 1929 Jamaica. 46 But it is only by observing at the micro-level that the gulf between previously reliable expectations and the new reality becomes clear.
Let us look in detail at one final family history, then: the story of Aimee Gittens of Half Moon Fort, a fishing village on the northwest coast of Barbados. Clarence Gittens was just where his sister Aimee thought he was, but the world she believed she could navigate to reach him looked nothing like she thought. 52 The following year Louise's twenty-two-year-old brother Fitz travelled north to join her on West 135th Street. 53 Louise must have gone home again to family when pregnant, as so many British Caribbean women did: A second daughter, Enid, was born in Barbados in 1924. Louise returned to New York alone in 1927, leaving her children on the island with their grandmother Mrs. Gittens. 54 Leaving the children to be reared in Barbados allowed Louise Hoyte to find work as a private maid, as did her sister-in-law Hilaria; perhaps her move into waged work was made necessary by the straitened post-1929 economy, since by 1930 Ernest was no longer working as an engineer but rather, like his brother-in-law Clarence, as an elevator operator. 55 The intermarried Hoyte and Gittens siblings, then, encapsulate the core kin strategies that carried British West Indians to New York and allowed families to wrest some economic stability from the teeth of hard times: chain migration of siblings and the allocation of childrearing to unwaged female relatives in island spaces while their mothers worked for wages in the New York service economy.
Clarence Gittens, reaching New York City in 1922, was poised to replicate the pattern. His sister Aimee, still in Barbados, was relying on it. But in between his arrival and her intended departure, the rules changed. When Aimee sought to join her older brother three years after his arrival, just as Clarence's wife Hilaria and her sister Louise had joined their older brother Ernest two years after Ernest's arrival, Aimee ran into a brick wall. A curt form letter from the consul informed her that "in view of the existing visa situation in this consular district," no visa could be issued. 56 A month later, Aimee wrote again.
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Apologizing to "American Consul Watson" for "intruding on your delicacy," she explained, But as of July 1924, horizontal ties to kith and kin became irrelevant, and even the kin roles privileged as "family" by US immigration law--son or daughter, husband or wife--ensured access only if the tie was legalized and the parent or spouse a naturalized US citizen. Clarence Gittens was not, in point of fact, a citizen as his sister Aimee had believed--yet even if he had been, his tie to his younger sister counted for exactly nothing under the heading of "family" as set by US law. In fact, Aimee's petitions throughout articulate a logic of kinship and justice now entirely of step with the legal structures she confronted. Aimee's letters emphasize her need and dependence, which made her look more "likely to become a public charge." We see here the Caribbean moral economy of family--in which need justified mobility--clashing with the law of immigration, in which more need made the petitioner less deserving of access.
US consular files from 1925 from Bridgetown, Kingston, and other Caribbean ports contain many hundreds of letters, like Aimee Gittens's, from people whose relied-upon mobility-dependent kin strategies had just come crashing into a barrier they had not imagined might exist. Lillian Cunningham Hobbs wrote to request a visa for her son, Cecil, twelve, to join her in Stamford, Connecticut. Cecil's father had died six years ago, Lillian had now remarried in the United States, "and owing to the fact that Cecil at his age should have a more governing influence than that of his grandmother's with whom he now resides, I think it best to have him near me." She enclosed an affidavit of support to bolster her assurance "that Cecil shall not become a public charge at any time." 58 In other words, she took all the steps that ten months earlier would have sufficed to have Cecil visaed and on a ship within weeks.
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But now all depended on her own citizenship status, a matter so removed in her mind from the question of her son's need and right to be with her that Lillian did not even mention it in her letter. All the hallmarks of respectability and maternal care Lillian related could not even begin to work on her behalf unless she was a US citizen--that is, had chosen to become citizen of a polity that offered people of color very limited rights indeed.
Conclusion
I have argued that 1924 was a key moment for Caribbean peoples, the beginning of the rapid end of the relatively free mobility that had made it possible for four generations of sojourners and their families back home to build a precarious but growing prosperity in the shadow of a British state little willing to invest in black colonials' advancement. The Johnson-Reed Act would prove not an isolated case but the harbinger of a region-wide trend, as circum-Caribbean republics erected barriers against the further entry of Afro-descended immigrants in a region-wide wave spurred both by common circumstances and by zealous observation of other states' doings.
59
I hope also to have convinced you that examining Johnson-Reed through the words of those impacted by it offers a particularly useful standpoint for analyzing just how the modern international migratory control system actually worked. Bringing the colonial Caribbean under draconian quota control at one fell swoop, Johnson-Reed brought communities reliant on, and savvy about, movement across national and imperial borders under the sway of a by-then-fully-formed regulatory regime, which had been in development vis à vis European sending societies for multiple years. To those who experienced the interwar transformation of citizenship and boundary making in the flesh and all at once, it seemed utterly unjust. If a hard-working girl was willing to work, and employers were willing to hire her, and brothers and cousins eager to receive her, why would she not be allowed to travel to them and undertake that labor? If the schools in Stamford offered good education to taxpayers' children, and a Stamford taxpayer had a school-age son back in St. Michael's parish who needed just that kind of teaching, why couldn't that son attend the school his mother's taxes paid for?
Observing from this vantage highlights the modern immigration system's radical differentiation between the tiny set of kin forms recognized as family--legal marriage, legitimate parenthood--and the array of actually-existing kin bonds on which Caribbean migrants relied. I have argued that this disjuncture was not happenstance or extraneous but, rather, fundamental to the system's appeal and endurance. The fact that family bonds were both recognizably universal and locally differentiated allowed states to elide the contradiction between liberal rhetoric and exclusionary aims. US policymakers could declare their race-blind respect for motherly love and paternal authority and yet conveniently bar entry to thousands of individuals urgently seeking to rejoin kin. Across the Americas, it was among those populations (of color)
The Ties Allowed to Bind 205 once subjugated by slavery or conquest, those (impoverished) populations least likely to own private property, and those (marginalized) populations most dependent on mobility for opportunity that legal marriage was most extraneous to local kin practice. Patterns of family practice, in other words, bore the imprint of local and international political economy, past and present. You could rely on it: and, intentionally or not, US lawmakers and bureaucrats did. Examining the history of South Asian migrants with attention to the policing of same-sex intimacy in particular, Nayan Shah reaches the same conclusion: The "pervasive narrative of racial progress, inclusion, and color-blind meritocracy is premised upon unexamined assumptions of the respectable, propertied, conventionally gendered and sexualized family household as the model for national assimilation." 60 This system was pioneered in the first decades of the twentieth century and, in its key operational components and justifications, remains with us today.
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